Abstract This paper presents a multi-phase, model-based approach to view planning for automated, high fidelity object inspection or reconstruction by means of laser scanning range sensors. We describe the critical phase, fine modeling, in detail. Quality objectives and performance measures are defined. Camera and positioning system performance is modeled statistically. A theoretical framework is presented. The method is applicable to a broad class of objects with reasonable geometry and reflectance properties. Sampling of object surface and viewpoint space is characterized, including measurement and pose errors. The technique is generalizable for common range cameras and positioning systems.
Introduction

Overview
Laser range sensors [5] are widely used for high fidelity 3D object reconstruction and inspection. By high fidelity, we mean scanning precision of a few tens of microns at a density of many samples per square millimeter. Inspection and reconstruction with optical sensors involve planning views, physically altering the object-sensor pose, taking scans, registering the geometric data in a common reference frame and integrating range images into a non-redundant model. Efficiencies could be achieved by automation, yet view planning remains an open problem despite two decades of research.
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We believe this is due to over-simplification of the task, in particular the scanning physics. Numerous factors influence the outcome, including subtle details of sensor and positioning system performance plus wide variations in object shape complexity and surface properties.
The imaging environment ( Fig. 1 ) involves a triangulation-based range camera (e.g. Fig. 2 ), positioning system, fixtures and an object. Surface space S is the set of sampled 3D object surface points, which can be considered as vertices on an object mesh model. It is convenient to consider generalized viewpoints (v, λ s ) [50] which associate a sensor configuration λ s with each range camera pose v. Given an imaging environment, there is a direct correspondence between viewpoints and range images and we will use the terms interchangeably. Topologically-adjacent viewpoints will be correlated and have overlapping images. Viewpoint space V is the set of generalized viewpoints defined by the range and sampling of these parameters. Fixtures, the positioning system and other structures in imaging workspace I introduce occlusion and collision avoidance issues.
Modern 3D sensors are capable of precise, dense, high speed, non-contact range measurements [7] . The range measurement technique [8] has implications for view planning for precise modeling and inspection. The optical baseline is significant with respect to the standoff distance, resulting in coverage shadow zones (Fig. 6 ). Field of view (FOV) and depth of field (DOF) are limited. Measurement precision and sampling density are non-uniform within the frustum. Further, measurement is subject to random non-isotropic geometric noise [4] and several artifact phenomena [16] . Dynamic range limitations of contemporary range sensors cause difficulty with strongly absorbent or reflective material. These sensor characteristics impose view planning challenges.
Imaging all sides of an object requires multiple viewing perspectives. Thus, a positioning system is needed to move the sensor, the object or both. In practice, limited degrees of freedom and range of motion of the positioning system constrain achievable object-sensor poses. Furthermore, positioning system inaccuracies have two effects: (1) a requirement for a subsequent image registration phase and (2) a difference between the computed view plan and the view plan actually executed, a discrepancy which impacts both scanning coverage and quality.
View planning problem (VPP)
Stated informally, the view planning problem (VPP) is-"For a given imaging environment and target object, find a suitably short view plan N , where N ⊂ V , satisfying the specified reconstruction/inspection goals and achieve this within an acceptable computation time." The VPP involves reasoning about object surface space S, viewpoint space V and imaging workspace I . The problem's complexity is apparent from the high dimensionality of S, V and I as well as the complex, non-linear and stochastic sensing physics.
We can derive a set of more detailed requirements for the view planning process from examination of the fundamental problem [43] . A view planning algorithm should:
1. incorporate quantified model quality objectives, 2. be generalizable to other range imaging technologies, 3. handle generalized viewpoints, 4. provide image overlap for integration and registration, 5. be robust with respect to sensor and positioning errors, 6 . be competitive with human operator capability, 7. be self-terminating, 8 . require limited a priori knowledge, 9. handle a wide range of object shapes and topologies, 10 . handle a wide range of object material properties, 11. model the shape of the sensor frustum, 12. model sensor shadow effects, 13 . model measurement variation within the frustum, plus common sensing artifacts, 14. handle unconstrained pose space, 15 . provide for positioning system limitations and 16. model pose error over the imaging workspace.
Current methods
In this section, we provide a brief overview of current techniques. In-depth surveys can be found at Newman and Jain (inspection) [28] , Roy et al. (recognition) [36] , Scott et al. (reconstruction, inspection) [43] and Tarabanis et al. (inspection, recognition, reconstruction) [49] . View planning methods can be categorized as model-based and non-model-based, with the majority falling in the latter category.
Model-based methods base view planning on an a priori object model at some level of fidelity. Set theory, graph theory and computational geometry methods have been proposed. Tarbox and Gottschlich's seminal work [51] introduced a number of important concepts, including the idea of a measurability matrix capturing a complete visibility analysis over the set of all surface points and all admissible viewpoints. They also showed that the VPP was isomorphic to the set covering problem, a well known problem in combinatorial analysis known to be NP-complete. The view planning algorithm presented in this paper is an enhancement and extension of Tarbox's measurability matrix (2M) concept.
It is natural to link viewpoints to aspects of an object or scene. While aspect graphs are an intriguing theoretical possibility, there are a number of practical difficulties and computational issues such that they are not a suitable representation basis for view planning [18] . Similarily, the initial appeal of the classic "art gallery problem" from 2D computational geometry [52] is quickly discarded as a model for view planning due to the complexities of three dimensions, bi-static visibility plus mensuration in lieu of visibility.
Non-model-based techniques can be classified by the domain of reasoning about viewpoints-volumetric, surfacebased or global. Voxel occupancy and occlusion edge methods predominate.
Volumetric methods (voxel occupancy, octree, space carving, solid geometry) focus particularly on solid shadows cast by the scanned object. Voxelization is widely used to encode spatial occupancy. A number of different methods exploit knowledge of voxel occupancy [1, 26] to compute the nextbest-view offering the greatest prospective reduction in uncertainty about imaging work space I . One of the earliest and most concise works in the field [14] encoded voxel occupancy using a more efficient octree structure. As applied to view planning, the space carving technique [30] has been applied to range sensors with a limited sensing volume, particularly those designed as non-contact replacements for coordinate measurement machine (CMM) mechanical touch probes. Solid geometry methods [33] have the advantage of being robust with respect to complex scene topology.
Surface-based algorithms (occlusion edge, contour following and parametric surfaces) reason about knowledge of object surface space S. Occlusion edge methods [27] exploit range image geometric jump edges on the premise that occlusion edges indicate surface areas not yet sampled or the boundary of the unobserved volume, both of which provide cues for the next viewing direction. Contour following involves acquiring long strips of profiles by keeping the sensor in close proximity to the surface at all times. Collision avoidance is a primary concern and the technique works best with relatively simple shapes with smoothly flowing lines [47] . Parametric surface representations such as superquadric models have been used for approximate volumetric modeling of simple scenes for robotic manipulation [53] .
A few methods derive a view planning cue from global rather than local characteristics of the geometric data. Yuan [55] uses the mass vector chain to check the spatial closure of the current object model and to estimate the direction of unprocessed features. Pito [31] encodes visibility information on a virtual surface positioned between the object and the sensor workspace to provide a more compact and easily searched representation of visibility information. Artificial intelligence and expert system approaches have been limited mainly to illumination issues [2, 22, 29] .
No existing method fully meets the requirements cited in the previous section. This paper presents a specificationdriven, model-based technique satisfying most of these criteria and advancing performance on the main open view planning issues-efficiency, accuracy and robustness. 
Modified measurability matrix (3M) algorithm
The modified measurability matrix (3M) view planning algorithm consists of four phases: task and system specification, scene exploration, fine modeling and problem resolution. Table 1 presents 3M algorithm pseudo code in greater detail. This paper emphasizes the third phase, fine modeling, which we believe is the key to view planning for high fidelity object inspection and reconstruction. We provide insights into how the remaining phases, scene exploration and problem resolution, may be achieved.
The paper is organized as follows. The next four sections describe each of the major phases of the algorithm. Subsequently, Sect. 6 presents modifications to the 3M algorithm to handle pose error effects. Experimental results are presented in Sect. 7, which includes comparison of the 2M and 3M methods. Section 8 concludes the paper and discusses issues for future work.
Task and system specification
Task specification
A general weakness of the view planning literature is the lack of clarity with respect to scanning objectives, in particular the absence of quantified performance goals [43] .
Few authors provide explicit pass/fail criteria on the view planning outcome. Cowan and Kovesi [15] use a constraint satisfaction approach for sensor pose. Tarabanis et al. [50] synthesize views for intensity cameras based on a task specification, models for scene geometry and sensor and illumination optics. Soucy et al. [47] digitize an object's surface to a prescribed sampling density using contour following. Reed and Allen [34] use sensor, scene occlusion and sensor mobility constraints for scene modeling. Prieto et al. [32] sets CAD-based inspection criteria based on range sensor performance characterization. Chen and Li [12] specify nine sensor placement constraints for a passive stereo imaging system. A number of authors consider grazing angle as a subjective quality factor. Otherwise, most view planning research has been implicitly limited to full surface observation.
Our approach to view planning for high fidelity 3D object reconstruction and inspection is "specification-driven". We start with explicit, quantified quality objectives in a model specification and finish with quantified performance measures [37] . Currently, we specify quantitative requirements for measurement precision σ s and sampling density ρ s uniformly across the object with an implicit full coverage requirement. In some applications, it may be appropriate to limit coverage to specified regions or to apply non-uniform measurement criteria. The approach requires good models of the imaging environment -in particular sensor and positioning system performance.
Performance measures
The performance of a view planning algorithm can be evaluated by the following metrics: view plan quality, view plan efficiency and the computational efficiency of computing the view plan [43] . Definition of view plan quality and efficiency is postponed to Sect. 5.1 following explanation of measurability terms. View plan computational efficiency measures are computational complexity and run time on a defined platform. Annex A addresses computational complexity.
System specification
Sensor performance model
Range camera geometry We have modeled several range camera designs, including line-scan and raster-scan systems. The imaging geometry of a common configuration, the linescan camera is shown at Fig. 3 . By convention, the camera axis defines the negative z-axis. Scanning occurs optically in the x-z plane, where φ xz is the instantaneous laser scan angle, and mechanically in the y-z plane by physical movement of the camera along its y-axis. The frustum is defined by Measurement precision Range cameras are non-linear, stochastic measurement instruments. We estimate the statistics of post-calibration, residual random measurement error of the range sensor asσ
In the foregoing,σ x ,σ y ,σ z are standard deviation estimated geometric noise components. Coefficients (C x , C y , C z ) are derived from curve fitting calibration data (e.g. [17] ). As noise along the sensor boresight predominates, we useσ z as a surrogate for measurement precision. This is further modified by an experimentally-based grazing angle model. 1 Incidence angle effects are most noticeable in the plane of triangulation, the yz-plane, where they generally follow an inverse cosine relationship up to a cut-off angle t yz due to distortion of the shape of the envelope of received energy on the camera detector. There is no noticeable inclination effect in the scanning plane up to a cut-off angle t xz , at which point the received energy drops below threshold. Typical thresholds are t yz = 60 • and t xz = 70 • . Thus, we model estimated precision as follows, where U (θ ) is the unit step function.
Sampling density We use a conservative chord-based estimate for sampling densityρ z , where δx and δy are x-axis and y-axis sampling intervals. Then,
where
and
In Eq. 3, R xz = z/ cos φ xz is the slant range, Φ x /(N x −1) is the angular sampling interval and 1/ cos θ xz is the inclination effect in the x-z plane. In Eq. 4, L y /(N y −1) is the linear sampling interval and 1/ cos θ yz is the inclination effect in the y-z plane. Image size is N x -by-N y samples. Combining these expressions, estimated sampling density iŝ
Positioning system performance model
A variety of positioning systems are in common usage, covering a wide range of accuracy, including co-ordinate measuring machines, translation stages, turntables and robot arms. It is difficult to characterize accuracy of positioning systems with multiple degrees of freedom [10, 45, 46] . We therefore adopt a simplified pose error model [42] . As for the sensor, we assume calibration removes systemic errors, leaving only residual stochastic errors. Errors in sensor position, boresight axis and boresight rotation (twist) are modeled as independent random processes. Position error is modeled as a 3D vector uniformly distributed in direction, whose magnitude is a zero-mean Gaussian process with standard deviation σ p . Axis error is modeled by a unit vector uniformly distributed on a cone centered on the boresight whose half-angle is a zero-mean Gaussian process with standard deviation σ a . Twist error is modeled as a zero-mean Gaussian process with standard deviation σ t . We assume constant pose error statistics but spatially-varying performance can be accommodated. In practical application, this simplified pose error model should be replaced by one tailored to the specific configuration in use. A description of how pose error is handled by the 3M algorithm is deferred to Sect. 6.
Imaging environment specification
The key sensor and positioning system parameters are input to the view planning process in the form of an imaging environment specification. The sensor model defines the sensor type, frustum geometry, sensor baseline, image size, calibrated geometric noise coefficients and incidence angle cutoff angles. For reconfigurable parameters, such as y-z plane linear scan length and image size in the case of the sensor modeled for the current work, limits and nominal values are also specified. The positioning system is presently defined by the generic model described earlier which specifies the degrees of freedom, range of motion and positioning precision within the calibrated movement envelope.
Scene exploration
Object reconstruction requires scene exploration and precise measurement. Traditional planning methods [43] attempt both functions simultaneously. They repetitively take an image, acquire new information, augment a partial scene model and select the next-best-view (NBV). The strategy is inherently sub-optimal as early selections cannot be revoked. View planning for inspection [32, 51] starts with a CAD model so it is intrinsically model-based. Some contour following schemes [23, 47] utilize an initial low resolution object scan for subsequent view planning purposes. Garcia et al. [20] first attempts to sample most of the object using an occlusion edge method, leaving computationally expensive visibility analysis to a second hole-filling stage.
Our approach, multi-stage model-based view planning [40] , separates scene exploration from precise measurement. We begin with a rapid, preprogrammed exploration phase and robust model building techniques [35] to acquire a sparselysampled exploratory or rough model. This approximate representation is used to plan a precise, dense scanning phase to acquire the desired high quality reconstruction, the fine model. Exploiting scene knowledge embedded in the rough model, the precise measurement phase can use optimized revocable viewpoint selection strategies. This is particularly advantageous for inspection which places a premium on view plan efficiency. Efficient sampling of surface and viewpoint space is achievable due to the high degree of intrinsic redundancy in both domains. Sensing physics provide important clues for viewpoint optimization. Consequently, we follow a generate and test procedure concentrating measurability estimation on a coarse surface representation with respect to a modest number of well-chosen candidate viewpoints.
This approach could be criticized as having a "chicken and egg" problem, to which we respond as follows. In the inspection case, a detailed object model exists and need only be converted to polygonal mesh format for view planning.
In the reconstruction case, it is to be noted that the objective is high fidelity scanning in accordance with specific measurement criteria. As the sensing physics are quite sensitive to orientation and standoff distance, viewpoint selection needs to be precise, which in turn requires a degree of prior intelligence regarding the scene. Consequently, we employ a multi-stage technique in which the results of coarse scanning at one stage are used to guide more precise scanning at the next. Experiments have shown that measurability estimation at the fine modeling stage is robust to sparse and imprecise sampling at the scene exploration stage [40] . A number of existing view planning techniques are available to acquire an exploratory scene model [43] . These include voxel occupancy, occlusion edge, space carving, solid geometry, contour following and intermediate space methods. The appropriate technique will depend on the object's topological and geometrical shape complexity and imaging system capabilities. A coarsely sampled view sphere approach would be suitable for objects comparable in size or smaller than the sensor frustum. For large objects, a coarsely sampled space carving technique would be suitable. As will be seen later, we propose to subsequently use the fine model to guide identification and resolution of fine grain model deficiencies at the next level of sampling precision and density.
Throughout view planning, we represent the object surface as a 3D triangular mesh based on simplification of Woo's boundary data schema [54] . Our mesh implementation explicitly embeds 4 of 9 possible topological relationships: E → V , E → T , T → E and V → T . In this context, E, V and T refer to mesh edges, vertices and triangles and the notation X → Y means "given X , find Y ". The modest storage requirements for the embedded connectivity allows rapid and efficient computation of other local topological relationships, including a vertex neighbor function V → V . Our viewpoint generation technique provides a direct mapping between S and V . Consequently, we can rapidly compute a viewpoint neighbor function v j → N (v j ). This is useful for optimizing viewpoint space sampling, solving the set covering problem and mesh quality verification.
Fine modeling
The fine modeling phase takes as inputs the model specification (σ s , ρ s ), imaging environment specification and the rough model. We begin by describing the core data structure used for view planning.
Measurability matrix
Our basic data structure is a measurability matrix M = [m i j ]. Rows span discretized surface space S (vertices of the rough model mesh). Columns span discretized viewpoint space V .
The computational complexity of Tarbox's original measurability matrix approach [51] was prohibitive, given the span of the discretized variables. Our modification applies objective output requirements (measurement precision and sampling density) in lieu of subjective grazing angle constraints. We also mathematically model sensor and positioning system performance, optimize sampling of S and V prior to computing M and address sampling and pose errors.
Both binary and analogue measurability matrices can be defined. The analogue version has utility in applications placing a premium on scanning fidelity greater than the minimum specified. However, there is usually an upper bound beyond which the extra memory and processing cost associated with higher resolution scanning exceeds its utility. Additionally, greater computational expenditures might be better focused on improving the sophistication of the sensing model. There are substantial advantages to a binary metric, including simplicity, a compact data structure, fast set operations and a choice of well-established optimization techniques, making it a good choice for the current application.
Rough model decimation
The function of this stage is to optimize sampling of object surface space S. The rough model is decimated [48] to a level just adequate for view planning, a level experimentally determined for the application domain. Decimation concentrates sampling in high curvature regions, which is beneficial both for viewpoint generation and shape fidelity.
The required level of exploratory model detail has received limited attention in the literature. Tarbox's analysis of sampling density [51] was limited to grazing angle effects. Range imaging is subject to limitations of a sampled representation of a continuous surface, so aliasing effects can be anticipated. Surface sampling density dominates measurability matrix computation and influences estimation accuracy for surface normals, grazing angles and feature visibility. Experiments [40] have shown that a rough model sampling level 32 times lower than the target fine model provides good measurability prediction for deep cavities, a scanning challenge for triangulation-based range cameras, and for natural objects with multiple shadow features. Sampling density can be further reduced for less complex shapes, such as manufactured objects with smoothly flowing lines. The lower bound is constrained by frustum cross-section, pose error and registration/integration overlap requirements. A rule of thumb for the lower bound on rough model sampling density is 25/A o where A o is the frustum cross-section area at the sensor's optimal standoff distance.
These experiments also show that sampling noise as high as σ rm = 0.02R min has only a minor impact on measurability prediction, where σ rm is standard deviation geometric sampling noise along the local surface normal. Measurability estimate uncertainty is marginally increased but average measurability is largely unchanged. On average, there is a slight increase in view plan length. The additional scanning cost is offset by improved robustness to other error sources.
Rough model segmentation
The optional segmentation stage can be an effective complexity reduction technique for some objects. For a given viewpoint, object coverage is limited by the sensor crosssectional footprint and by occlusion. Segmenting the object surface into patches along the boundaries of major geometric features reduces the net cost of computing the measurability matrix. However, this complexity reduction adds a preprocessing step, may increase view plan length due to patch edge effects and may introduce occlusion estimation errors by localizing view planning to individual surface patches. The technique should be used sparingly. Some objects with distinct edges lend themselves to segmentation (e.g. the mask object shown later), others do not. Segmentation is frequently appropriate for inspection.
Viewpoint generation
The VPP requires a degree of image overlap for range image registration and integration, the former a consequence of system pose error and the later a necessity to seamlessly stitch adjacent range images together. Neighboring viewpoints will be partially correlated and have overlapping images. Consequently, we desire candidate viewpoints sufficiently nearby to satisfy registration and integration requirements and to ensure a high probability of imaging difficult-to-image surface regions, yet far enough apart for efficient sampling of viewpoint space and acceptable computational burden in constructing M.
The 3M algorithm optimizes sampling of V with generalized viewpoints by exploiting a sensor performance model and knowledge of approximate object geometry. Candidate viewpoints are generated that are most likely to measure the surface in accordance with the specified criteria. In the simplest case, a candidate generalized viewpoint (v, λ s ) is created for each surface point which is optimal for that surface point-that is, for each vertex of the rough model.
Conventional schemes
A common stratagem to constrain the high dimensionality of V is to use a virtual, object-centered "view sphere". Most view sphere approaches [43] use a fixed standoff distance such that the sensor frustum encloses the entire object. The strategy does not take into account sensor performance variability with standoff distance, is a poor match for the mobility envelopes of many positioning systems and fails when object size exceeds frustum dimensions.
With few exceptions [12, 31, 50] , traditional methods fail to recognize the importance of sensor parameters in addition to pose. Difficult view planning tasks cannot ignore configurable sensor parameters.
Prieto et al. [32] synthesizes viewpoints patch-by-patch by computing surface normals from NURB surfaces in a CAD model. If not occluded from the targeted patch, the viewpoint is set along the surface normal at the optimum standoff distance, else it is moved until visibility is achieved at a minimal grazing angle. The technique is used to generate view swathes [43] in an inspection application for manufactured parts.
Lamb's contour following approach [23] , constrains sensor standoff by centering the surface in the sensor DOF, scanning perpendicularly and minimizing orientation changes. In general, these are mutually exclusive constraints. Soucy's contour following approach [47] is somewhat similar.
Model-based viewpoint generation
To the first order (Eq. 1), measurement precision varies quadratically with range and inversely with the cosine of the grazing angle in the plane of the optical baseline. Optimal precision will therefore be achieved with the camera placed at minimum range, perpendicular to a targeted surface point, ensuring both incidence and scanning angles are zero. The set of all such viewpoints, corresponding to point-by-point dilation of surface points along their local normals, forms an optimal viewpoint zone S o . S o is smooth and well behaved in regions corresponding to planar and convex portions of the object but may self-intersect in regions corresponding to surface concavities, depending on surface curvature and standoff distance. The local topology of S o remains unchanged by dilation. We now describe two viewpoint generation algorithms based on this concept.
Optimal scanning zone algorithm
An ideal candidate generalized viewpoint (v, λ s ) with pose v and parameters λ s is created for each surface point (Fig. 4) . Each rough model vertex is dilated along the local surface normal by f d R o , where f d is a standoff adjustment factor and R o is the optimum scanning range, usually R min . f d is an experimentally-derived constant slightly greater than one to allow for rough model sampling errors. We find f d = 1.02 is a good choice. The dilated vertex becomes the position of the corresponding candidate viewpoint. The viewpoint's axis is set to the negative of the dilation vector. Setting orientation around the sensor boresight is less straightforward as it is influenced by shadow effects over a broader surface region. We have experimented with several approaches [37] . In one of these, dubbed "variable", sensor twist angle is set to maximize the distance of the detector from the surface patch to enhance visibility of most features. We postulate the algorithm provides a near-optimal sampling of V for objects with Lambertian scattering properties. 2 Viewpoint parameters λ s are optimized for each candidate viewpoint. The optimal scanning zone can be mapped to two dimensions, reducing V to 2D from 6D + .
Decoupled algorithm
It is useful to decouple discretization of V from S. Rough model decimation concentrates vertices in high curvature regions, desirable for conserving shape fidelity and for viewpoint generation. While viewpoint correlation is influenced by object shape, it is evident that sampling of V remains redundant, suggesting additional sub-sampling by a decimation factor d v , reducing v to s/d v . A further consideration is minimization of shadow effects which are sensitive to sensor twist orientation. Experiments have shown it is difficult to reliably characterize such features to automatically set twist orientation. Sub-sampling the twist component of orientation into d t quantization intervals resolves this problem. We find good results are obtained for
The essence of the decoupled algorithm, then, is further decimation of the already coarse rough model for more efficient viewpoint generation. We now use two rough model variants (Fig. 5 )-one to represent surface geometry and the other for viewpoint generation. The original rough model R M s remains the basis for sampling surface space and is tied to rows of M. It is further decimated to create R M v which becomes the basis for viewpoint generation and relates to columns in M. The strategy maintains coarse sampling in R M s at a level of shape fidelity sufficient for visibility analysis and surface normal estimation. Very sparse sampling in the position component of viewpoint space in R M v reduces viewpoint correlation. Increased sampling of the twist component 2 For specular surfaces, imaging geometry is more sensitive to surface reflectance properties and must account for both optical transmitter and receiver locations. of orientation is more robust with respect to shadow effects arising from object shape complexity. It also improves the performance of the subsequent set covering stage through greater variety in the shape of the sensor footprint projected on the object.
Viewpoint filtering
Collision of the sensor or positioning system with themselves, the object or any other structure in the imaging environment is a concern. Viewpoints violating collision avoidance zones are deleted with the expectation that associated surface regions will be covered by adjacent viewpoints on S o . Pose constraints due to mobility limitations are applied on a caseby-case basis, mapping the optimum viewpoint to the nearest feasible pose. Excessive mobility constraints will negate the advantages of the proposed viewpoint generation scheme. Finally, configurable sensor parameters are optimized for each candidate viewpoint based on the model specification, system capabilities and rough model surface characterization. For the experiments reported here, one parameter (scan length) is configurable and is optimized to achieve the specified sampling density.
Measurability matrix computation
Using the input specification and system models, a measurability matrix M is computed for the entire rough model or for each surface patch, if segmented. This computation explicitly models the shape of the sensor frustum, sensor bi-static shadow effects and measurement variation within the frustum and with scanning and grazing angle. Each measurability matrix element m i j of M is a binary estimate of the measurability of a rough model surface point s i from viewpoint v j , subject to the following tests: a. Frustum occupancy: s i must lie within the world space sensor frustum defined by v j .
b. Specification-compliance: The estimated measurement precisionσ and estimated sampling densityρ for s i as sampled by v j must be within specification (σ s , ρ s ). c. Visibility: s i must be visible to the sensor optical source and receiver positions defined by v j . For segmented models, visibility analysis is local to the target surface patch.
Measurability compliance tests for each element m i j are executed in reverse order of computational cost. As the most expensive computation, the visibility test is last. For each m i j , the sequence is aborted at the first failed test.
It is pertinent to define some additional measurability terminology at this point. The measurability of a single viewpoint m(v j ) or, equivalently a range image, is the relative portion of the surface measured by that viewpoint. That is,
Similarly, the composite measurability m(N ) of a set of
is found by a logical-OR operation over the column vectors of M corresponding to the viewpoint set
The maximum coverage m max of any viewpoint in V is
The density ρ M of a measurability matrix is
The cross-correlation σ k j of viewpoints v k and v j is defined as the dot product of the respective column vectors of the measurability matrix, normalized by the maximum coverage m max of any viewpoint in V , i.e.,
The viewability V (s i ) of surface point s i is the relative portion of viewpoint space measuring that surface point, i.e., Surface points with low viewability can be emphasized by weighted measurability m w (v j ) which is defined as
The range of both m(v j ) and
A measurability projection is a 2D projection of a labeled rough or fine model mesh whose vertices are encoded with their binary measurability. In this paper, binary measurability projections are shaded black for unmeasured and white for measured in compliance with the model specification. Regular gray scale shading is superimposed to convey shape. The example at Fig. 6 represents two views of one range sampling of the rear of the Tsimshian stone mask object described in Sect. 7. Shadowing and surface inclination effects on measurability can be observed. The patchy sampling observed in this example is commonly seen in real range images. Most conventional view planning techniques would have difficulty handling such discontinuous data.
It is evident that success with measurability matrix algorithms requires sparse sampling of S and V . The power of the technique is also immediately apparent for we have, in one data structure, all information necessary to construct an accurate, robust and efficient view plan. A computational complexity analysis is presented at Appendix A.
Viewpoint selection
VPP solution space
From the binomial theorem, we know VPP solution space has the topology of a hypercube with size 2 v , where v is Unfortunately, we do not know the topology of feasible solutions in VPP solution space. That is, there is no known algorithm permitting us to move directly from one feasible solution to its nearest feasible neighbour. Nevertheless, a number of solution techniques are available and we can exploit our knowledge of the topology of viewpoint space as defined by the viewpoint neighbour function v j → N (v j ).
View planning as a set covering problem
It is instructive to partition M into column vectors M S, j and row vectors M i,V . The set S j of surface elements measurable by viewpoint v j is defined by the corresponding column vector M S, j . Similarly, the region V i of viewpoint space from which surface element s i is measurable corresponds to the row vector M i,V . These relationships are illustrated in Fig. 7 with 2D slices through an object resembling a coffee cup. Thus, the solution to the VPP is simply to cover the rows of M with a minimal subset of its columns. Consequently, it is immediately apparent that the VPP is isomorphic to the set covering problem (SCP), a well-studied problem in combinatorial optimization known to be NP-complete [21] .
We can then formally express the VPP as the following integer programming (IP) problem [41] . In this context, we follow IP notation conventions:
x j ∈ {0, 1} ; j = 1, . . . , v.
Equation 15 applies an integer constraint on viewpoint variable x j . X = [x j ] spans viewpoint space V as sampled by the viewpoint generation stage. The optimal view plan X is the lowest cost view plan. In the objective function (Eq. 13), coefficient c j is the movement cost associated with viewpoint j. This usage would apply to a positioning system with significant, non-uniform movement costs. 4 Otherwise, movement costs can be set to 1, an easier case known as the unicost SCP [3] , the case for experiments reported herein. Equation 14 ensures each row of M (each surface point) is covered by at least one viewpoint.
It is straightforward to add a viewpoint registration constraint by taking into account viewpoint correlation [41] . This is equivalent to adding an image overlap constraint for image registration and integration -one of the requirements outlined in Sect. 1.2. Image overlap is a necessary but not sufficient condition for registration. For completeness, the constraint should also require sufficient shape complexity in the overlap region and incorporate measurement uncertainty. However, view plans for most objects of interest for automated view planning have such inherent redundancy that a registration/integration constraint is rendered moot. We have therefore not included such a constraint in this simplified formulation. There is also no need to include a viewpoint feasibility constraint in the above formulation. It is more efficient to avoid generating infeasible viewpoints.
Set covering algorithms
The next step is to solve the set covering problem, yielding the optimal set of viewpoints satisfying the specified objectives. The optimal viewpoint sequence will be determined later. Several well-established techniques are available, including simulated annealing [44] , genetic algorithm [3] , Lagrangian relaxation [9, 11] and other methods [39] . For most reconstruction tasks, we find the unsophisticated but fast greedy search algorithm [19] is a good compromise between overall error tolerance and view plan efficiency. Tasks demanding high view plan efficiency, such as industrial inspection applications involving repetitive view plan execution or some object reconstruction tasks, can employ one of the more efficient but computationally expensive set covering algorithms previously identified.
View plan finalization
If rough model segmentation has been used, sub-viewplans for each segment are merged to form a composite view plan. At this stage, the view plan is an unordered set of viewpoints.
The final step in the fine modeling process is to optimize the viewpoint sequence. This is of greater importance for inspection than for reconstruction tasks, as in the former case the plan will often be executed repetitively.
Optimizing the order of viewpoint execution requires solving another well-studied problem in combinatorial optimization, the traveling salesman problem (TSP). As the topology of viewpoint space V is defined at the viewpoint generation stage, the geodesic distance between viewpoints can be computed, providing an estimate of positioning system reconfiguration time [12] . While the TSP is also known to be NP-complete, there are variety of efficient solution techniques [24] , including the best known method in a worst case sense, the Christofides algorithm [13] .
Fine model acquisition
At this point, we have a view plan optimized to scan the object in accordance with the specified goals. The fine model view plan N f is executed and a triangulated fine model constructed following the normal scan-register-integrate model building cycle.
Problem resolution
View plan characterization
The 3M algorithm operates on estimated measurability of viewpoints based on an approximate exploratory scene model. When the view plan is executed, verified measurability can be estimated by computing a verification measurability matrix. In this case, surface space is sampled at the resolution of the fine model and viewpoint space is sampled by the computed view plan N f .
View plan quality is determined by composite verified measurability m v . The goal is m v = 1.0. View plan efficiency is the length of the generated view plan relative to the optimum i.e., e v = n Opt /n, where n = |N |. As determining n Opt may be impractical for complex tasks, a surrogate is the length of the best solution n Best found amongst all techniques examined for that task, i.e., n Opt ≈ n Best . The goal is e v = 1.0.
Problem prevention and correction
In practical implementation of an automated scanning system, we anticipate the need for a problem identification and resolution stage to handle any residual low level model deficiencies. 5 While this paper focuses on the fine modeling phase, which we believe is the key to view plan automation for high precision modeling and inspection, we provide some thoughts on scanning problem resolution. A twofold approach would be appropriate: prevention and correction.
Problem prevention
The successful view planner has an in-depth understanding of sensor and positioning system performance and incorporates their key attributes in the associated system models. Scanning problems arise from main two sources: (1) a mismatch between object properties and sensor capability and (2) weaknesses in the sensing model used for view planning.
The object properties of concern are shape complexity and reflectance characteristics. The bi-static nature of triangulation-based range sensors limits their ability to image concavities and regions of severe self-occlusion so the sensor and positioning system need to be carefully matched to the measurement task.
The dynamic range of the current generation of range sensors is limited. Excessively absorbent material scatters insufficient light, causing drop outs, while shiny surfaces are characterized by specular reflection. Depending on illumination and observation geometry, specular surfaces may result in drop outs due to insufficient scattered energy or outliers or drop outs due to receiver saturation from excessive received energy. Multiple reflections on a shiny surface in corner regions can also produce wild measurements. Finally, abrupt reflectance changes will produce edge effects in the form of measurement biases and artifacts.
The current work assumes objects characterized by Lambertian scattering. Our sensor model addresses the most important first-order sensing phenomena -measurement variation within the frustum and surface inclination effects. However, dropouts and outliers resulting from limited sensor dynamic range remain an important open issue. Methods to deal with geometric step edges include "space-time" processing [16] and more sophisticated low level sensor signal processing. Object reflectance modeling [25] has the potential to improve tolerance to material reflectance properties and to handle step edges, specular reflection and multiple reflections.
Problem correction
Having a triangulated mesh object model using the data schema described at Sect. 3 is advantageous. Fast local topological operators allow us to verify the model's topological correctness. Further, by applying the sensor performance model of Sect. 2.3.1 to the fine model at a higher level of detail, we can identify any areas which are non-compliant with the specified scanning criteria. We can then reiterate Φ3 of the 3M algorithm for an area adjacent to non-compliant regions, this time at the sampling resolution of the fine model. This should correct the deficiency if it is due to sampling approximations associated with the rough modeling stage.
At end of Φ4, we have a set of viewpoints N c for corrective scans. If the task is object reconstruction and will be executed only once, the task is complete. In the inspection case and if the view plan will be executed repetitively, then the composite view plan becomes N = N f ∪ N c , where N f is the view plan generated by the fine modeling phase.
View planning with pose uncertainty
Thus far, we have noted that the 3M algorithm includes a model of positioning system performance (Sect. 2.3.1) but have not described how it is incorporated into view planning. We now briefly describe pose error effects and present modifications to the 3M algorithm to handle pose error.
Pose error effects
The purpose of any view planning algorithm is to compute a sequence of viewpoints optimized to scan all or part of an object. Almost all methods presented in the literature assume that the computed view plan is what will actually be executed. Practical matters invalidate this assumption. When a view plan is sent to a positioning system whose accuracy is inferior to that of the sensor, data acquisition by individual viewpoints and the view plan as a whole are compromised. Image coverage, measurement precision, sampling density and feature visibility are affected (Fig. 8) . We can align acquired range images in a common reference frame post facto by data-driven registration techniques such as iterative closest point [6] . However, the process is still left with data acquisition different from that which had been planned. As pose error deteriorates, the computationally intensive view planning process is progressively compromised-ultimately to be rendered futile. Consequently, there is a need to make view planning robust to pose error. The problem of pose error and its compensation has received scant attention. Tarabanis et al. [50] use a synthesis approach for generalized viewpoints seeking to centralize viewpoints in the admissible domain. Tarbox and Gottschlich [51] uses morphological erosion of viewpoints on the periphery of viewpoint sets to reduce pose error vulnerability. While useful, neither approach is based on objective performance criteria nor the actual error mechanisms.
In our approach, each measurability matrix element m i j is a binary estimate of the measurability of a rough model surface point from a viewpoint, subject to tests relating to sensing physics and the specified scanning objectives. Pose perturbations introduce computation errors for frustum occupancy, specification-compliance and visibility-thus reducing the reliability of measurability estimates. Due to view plan redundancy, partial-to-complete masking of pose error effects is found at low error levels. Further pose error deterioration results in a rapid decrease in average verified measurability and rapid increase in measurability variance [42] . Figure 9 shows how the scanning geometry of the range sensor modeled in the current work is altered by the position component of pose error. Range cameras are particularly sensitive to standoff range and scanning angles-both of which are perturbed by sensor positioning error. Pose orientation errors have somewhat similar effects. Axis orientation error is particularly troublesome as effects are amplified by standoff range, as illustrated by Fig. 10 which shows the frustum erosion effects of pose uncertainty [38] .
Pose error compensation
Two mechanisms can mitigate pose error effects-view plan redundancy and conservative adjustments to the estimation processes for frustum occupancy, specification compliance and visibility. View plan redundancy has a major mitigating effect. As a consequence, view plans for objects with complex geometry are less vulnerable to pose error because shape complexity drives up view plan redundancy. The reverse is true for objects with simple geometric shape. Our pose error compensation scheme [38] operates at the measurability matrix computation stage in Φ3, fine modeling. It compensates for error in estimating frustum occupancy and specification compliance by substituting more conservative test parameters. We do not presently compensate for the impact of pose error on visibility estimation, but this could be added without difficulty. The approach is a beneficial trade-off between statistically-based measurability parameter adjustment and view plan redundancy naturally associated with object shape complexity.
As the experimental results in Sect. 7 demonstrate, the compensation scheme improves view planning performance for a given view plan by raising the expected value of measurability to almost the pose-error-free case and by reducing measurability variance. Pose error compensation is particularly advantageous for inspection, which frequently involves multiple executions of a single view plan. Appropriate system design should specify positioning system performance compatible with measurement goals. Pose error compensation can then be applied to further mitigate pose error effects. The pose error compensation scheme is summarized as follows. Details can be found at [38, 42] .
Frustum occupancy compensation
Analytical expressions for first order (µ e x , µ e y , µ e z ) and second order (σ e x , σ e z , σ e z ) statistical measures of frustum erosion can be computed from the sensor and positioning system models. We can then apply compensation (c x , c y , c z ) along the frustum x, y, z-axes by fractional amounts f µ and f σ corresponding respectively to the average and standard deviation frustum erosion. Experiments have shown it appropriate to set both factors in the range [0.1, 0.4]. Excessive compensation unnecessarily drives up view plan length.
It can be shown [38] that erosion of the sensor field of view Φ x is given by
where sensor parameters are defined in Sect. 2.3.1 and
Finally, we compensate for pose error effects by a more stringent frustum occupancy test as follows:
Specification compliance compensation
We can also derive expressions for first order (µ eσ , µ eρ ) and second order (σ eσ , σ eρ ) statistics for the impact of pose error on measurement precision and sampling density estimation. Consequently, the pose error impact on measurement precision estimation can be compensated by an adjustment to the specified measurement precision σ s .
Similarly, the pose error impact on measurement sampling density estimation can be compensated by an adjustment to 
In the foregoing,σ andρ are the uncompensated estimates for measurement precision and sampling density.
Experimental results
Experimental process
Our approach to examining the view planning problem has been to use a closed loop simulation of the environment. This allowed us to explore the subject matter extensively by conducting a large number of experiments with full control and access to system parameters. The experimental process (Fig. 11) begins with a model specification (σ s , ρ s ) , an imaging environment specification (range camera and positioning system) and a detailed object model acquired by a high performance range camera. To simulate rough model acquisition, the fine model is decimated and sampling noise is optionally added. A view plan is then computed by the 3M algorithm based on the rough model, model specification and environment specification. The derived view plan is optionally corrupted with pose error. The loop is closed by executing the noisy view plan against the original fine model. Finally, performance measures are computed.
Results from two groups of experiments are now presented. In the first, we provide a side-by-side comparison of the 2M and 3M algorithms for inspection of a simple object whose geometry is ideally matched to the 2M method of viewpoint generation. Next, we present experimental results for the 3M algorithm applied to natural objects with complex 
2M-3M comparison
Overview of 2M algorithm
Tarbox and Gottschlich's pioneering approach to view planning for inspection, which we label the 2M algorithm, can be found at [51] and is reviewed at [43] . Here we point out aspects relevant to comparing the 2M and 3M methods. Both the 2M and 3M algorithms use binary measurability matrices, although Tarbox briefly experimented with an analogue version and found it less efficient.
Measurability tests Both methods compute a measurability matrix element m i j for each (s i , v j ) pair but use different criteria (Table 2 ). Both methods compute bi-static visibility. 6 The 3M method estimates measurement precision and sampling density (σ ,ρ) using mathematical models of the imaging environment and compares these estimates with quantified objectives (σ s , ρ s ) in a task specification. The 2M method assumes that the imaging setup is compatible with measurement objectives and then applies empirically-determined grazing angle constraints. Whereas the 2M method assumes the object falls completely within the sensor frustum, the 3M algorithm makes no assumption about object size or position and explicitly verifies whether surface point s i lies within the sensor 3D frustum defined by viewpoint v j . Grazing angle considerations figure prominently in Tarbox's approach. Different thresholds are applied to the laser θ T (s i , v j ) and detector ray θ R (s i , v j ) grazing angle. While the detector grazing angle threshold t R was fixed, the laser grazing angle threshold t T (i) varied by surface point as follows
θ T min (i) is the minimum laser grazing angle for surface point s i for all non-occluded viewpoints and (α 1 , α 2 , α 3 ) are empirically-derived laser grazing angle parameters.
Viewpoint generation Tarbox used a view sphere approach [43] for viewpoint generation. While it is well known that a uniform tessellation of a sphere does not exist, a uniformly subdivided icosahedron provides a close approximation. It is readily shown that the number of vertices in a tessellated icosahedron is 10 × 4 q + 2 where q is the tessellation frequency. His experimental setup involved physically-separate camera and laser sources. By a suitable choice of triangulation baseline, each vertex of the view sphere could represent either a camera or a laser position. Thus, visibility analysis was required once per view sphere vertex rather than twice per viewpoint. The boresight axis of the camera and laser were directed at the view sphere center. The arrangement was equivalent to sub-sampling viewpoint orientation in twist angle by six increments of 60 • for tessellated vertices and five increments of 72 • for the 12 base icosahedron vertices. This viewpoint generation scheme produces 60 × 4 q viewpoints. Tarbox used a highly tessellated view sphere (q = 4), providing a dense sampling of viewpoint space with 15, 360 viewpoints.
Sphere object
Test object As a spherical object is the ideal target for any view planning algorithm based on the view sphere method of viewpoint generation, it was chosen for comparison of the 2M and 3M algorithms. The object was represented by a tessellated icosahedron (level 3, 642 vertices, radius 35 mm) centered and fully contained within the sensor frustum. No sampling or pose errors were introduced.
Sensor For side-by-side comparison, the same modern laserscanning range sensor (Sensor 1, Table 4 ) was used for both view planning methods.
2M setup
The sensor standoff of 150 mm and linear scan length L y = 80 mm were compatible with specified measurement objectives (σ s , ρ s ) = (50 µm, 2 s/ mm 2 ). The variable laser grazing angle parameters were set to (α 1 , α 2 , α 3 ) = (45 • , 15 • , 80 • ) and the detector grazing angle threshold was fixed at t R = 80 • for consistency with the reported experiments [51] .
3M setup The 3M decoupled algorithm was used to compare performance. A level 2 icosahedron (162 vertices) was used as a decimated representation of the object surface R M s , while for viewpoint generation R M v employed a level 1 icosahedron (42 vertices) with d t = 6.
Set covering The A, B and C variants of Tarbox's algorithm use the same measurability data but slightly different objective functions. Effectively, the variants differ by the set covering technique employed. For the purpose of direct 2M-3M comparison, the most efficient view plan N Best was found for each method using the composite measurability objective function at Eq. 13 and the same set covering algorithm [39] with an identical computational resource allocation.
Results
The results of the 2M-3M comparison experiment are shown at Table 3 . The computational crux is computation of the measurability matrix which is shown as t MM in minutes. All experiments reported here were conducted on a 2.6 GHz Pentium 4 PC running Linux. View plans were verified against a level 5 icosahedron of 10,242 vertices. It will be seen that the 3M algorithm provides comparable verified measurability performance to the 2M algorithm with a more efficient view plan and substantially shorter computation time. The foregoing was achieved in the most advantageous configuration for the 2M algorithm-an object ideally matched to the view sphere used for viewpoint generation, an object fully enclosed within the sensor frustum and a task specification well within the sensor capability.
Reasons for the performance advantage of the 3M algorithm are severalfold: more efficient sampling of S which concentrates surface samples in high curvature regions (particularly advantageous for objects with complex shape), more efficient sampling of V with pose and parameter settings optimized per viewpoint based on characterization of the associated surface region, greater coverage per sensing operation due to a quantified sensor performance model allowing confident measurement at more acute grazing angles, freedom from the 2M constraint of containing the object fully within the viewing frustum (a major limitation for many industrial applications) and the ability to handle objects with elongated or irregular shapes or multiple self-occlusions.
3M experiments
Two experiments are reported to demonstrate the 3M algorithm. The experiments examine two range cameras with different capabilities, different model specifications, two objects presenting difficult scanning challenges and two viewpoint generation schemes with the added dimensions of rough model approximation error, pose error and pose error compensation. In other work, we examine rough model approximation error [40] , pose error effects [42] and pose error compensation [38] in greater detail. Both modeled range cameras (Table 4 ) are line-scan configurations but use different range measurement technology. Sensor 1 is an early generation commercial Biris scanner characterized by a large optical baseline and depth of field. In comparison, sensor 2, an early generation autosynchronized scanner, exhibits a shorter optical baseline, narrower depth of field and larger range image size. These technologies are described at http://iit-iti.nrc-cnrc.gc.ca/vit-tiv/ 3d-developed_e.html.
Variable algorithm
The Tsimshian mask 7 (Fig. 12) , carved from stone in the form of a thick shell, is a case where segmentation is advantageous. A high quality model acquired by the NRC colour range camera was decimated to a lower resolution mesh (s = 244) and partitioned into front and back segments. The rear segment was a difficult view planning challenge for sensor 1's long baseline due to smaller cavities and ridges within the main steep-walled cavity. The specification (σ s , ρ s ) was (50 µm, 2 s/ mm 2 ). Sampling noise was not added in the trials reported here but pose error was introduced for a second set of experiments. The "variable" viewpoint generation algorithm was used (Sect. 4.4.3) .
In the absence of sampling or pose errors, the view plan of size n gs = 7 computed by greedy search produced verified measurability of m v = 0.9807 with respect to the specified goals. The shortest view plan found by the probing method [39] (size n Best = 5) gave m v = 0.9663. The efficiency of these plans is e v = 0.714 and e v = 1.0, respectively. Figure 13 presents verification of the more efficient view plan. The left column shows measurability projections along the camera boresight for individual viewpoints while cumulative measurability projections are shown on the right from an orthogonal perspective. For display conventions, see Sect. 4.5. All surface points are measured within specification excepting a few spots on the steep side walls of the main cavity beyond the reach of this long baseline sensor. 7 The Tsimshian mask is a masterpiece of northwest coast art in the collection of the Canadian Museum of Civilization (VII-C-329). It was collected at the Tsimshian village of Kitkatla in 1879 by I.W. Powell. Next, the view plan was corrupted by pose error using the model described in Sect. 2.3.2. Table 5 shows average and standard deviation verified measurability in the presence of pose error (σ p = 3%R min = 4.26 mm, σ a = σ t = 3 • ) without pose error compensation. Table 6 shows the impact of compensation for the same level of pose error. In both cases, twenty trials were conducted. Compensation allows us to recover, on average, almost the same level of measurement performance achieved in the absence of pose error.
Decoupled algorithm
The second test object, the well known bunny (Fig. 14a) , presents a challenge from difficult self-occlusion problems in the vicinity of closely-spaced, large protuberances (the ears). Less obvious, but just as difficult, are subtle shadowing problems around a variety of folds and creases in the bunny's fur as well as small crevices around the legs, feet, chin, ears and tail. Sensor 2's shallow depth of field presents an additional planning challenge. The model specification called for σ s = 40 µm and ρ s = 10 s/ mm 2 . Segmentation was not used and view plans were computed for the object as a whole. Viewpoints were generated by the "decoupled" algorithm previously described at Sect. 7. In a baseline experiment without sampling or pose errors, the shortest view plan found by the probing method (size n Best = 16) produced verified measurability m v = 1.0, e v = 1.0 while the greedy search view plan of size n gs = 18 gave m v = 1.0, e v = 0.889.
Next, sampling noise 0.3%R min = 0.615 mm was added, giving the rough models a noticeably crumbled appearance (Fig. 14b and c) . Pose error was not added at this stage. 
The decoupled algorithm produced view plans of n gs = 20 with m v = 1.0, e v = 0.8 and size n Best = 16 with m v = 0.9993, e v = 1.0. While less efficient, it can be seen that redundancy inherent with greedy search set covering protects against modest levels of rough model sampling error. Maintaining sampling error, we next added pose error σ p = 6.15 mm, σ a = σ t = 3 • . Table 7 shows verified measurability statistics from 40 trials for a constant view plan length n = 16 at these sampling and pose error levels, with and without pose error compensation. Compensation recovers average measurability to the pose error free case and reduces variability.
Figures 18 and 19 present verification of one trial of the most efficient view plan (n Best = 16) in the presence of surface error and pose error at the levels described plus pose error compensation. As before, a shaded measurability projection is shown on the left for each viewpoint while cumulative measurability projections along the principal axes are shown on the right. It will be seen that most of the object is measured within approximately half of the view plan, with the remainder addressing small, difficult to measure patches. In this trial, all surface points were measured within specification with the exception of one vertex in the nap of the neck, giving m v = 0.9999.
Viewability
The probability density function (pdf) of object viewability (Sect. 4.5) provides insight into the ease or difficulty of As expected, the sphere viewability pdf is almost an impulse function, the slight difference being due to the deviation of a tessellated icosahedron from a uniformly sampled sphere.
In the absence of difficult-to-measure regions, view planning for this simple object is driven by the set covering task. As the mask object is segmented, we observe a wider dispersion in viewability. The distribution is also bimodal. Regions near the bottom and around the rim of the main cavity are observed by a high percentage of viewpoints. A band around the steep cavity walls is observable by only a small percentage of viewpoints. As an unsegmented object that is somewhat spherical in shape, viewability of the bunny is concentrated in the lower range with dispersion due to shape complexity. Again, a small number of surface points are measurable by only a small portion of V . It seems reasonable to focus view planning on difficultto-measure surface regions (i.e., those with low viewability). This can be achieved through modifying the objective function at Eq. 13 by assigning weighted measurability m w (v j ) terms to each viewpoint. While this accelerates initial measurability returns with greedy search, experimental evidence [39, 51] suggests that the merits of this additional preprocessing step are debatable for any of the more effective set covering algorithms. The end goal is still to find the minimal set of viewpoints covering surface space S.
Computational efficiency
The 3M algorithm computed view plans for the mask rear segment in 3.6 min and the bunny in 28.1 min. These times Fig. 19 Verification of bunny view plan: views 9-16. Left Individual viewpoint measurability projections-camera boresight view. Right Cumulative measurability projections: +x, −x, +y, −y, +z, −z axes are within our goal [43] of producing a specification-compliant plan for a moderately complex object within 1 h. The present software platform emphasizes flexibility for research purposes. Substantial improvement would be achievable with production code efficiencies, more narrowly-specified functionality and with parallelization.
Conclusions
This paper has presented a view planning approach for automated, high fidelity object inspection or reconstruction with triangulation-based laser scanning range cameras. The process begins with specified scanning objectives and terminates with quantitative measures of results achieved. The multistage technique uses coarse scanning in an exploratory stage to guide more precise scanning in a fine modeling stage. View planning is based on statistical characterization of both sensor and positioning system performance. Complexity is reduced by optimized, sparse sampling in S and V plus optional segmentation of the problem into smaller components.
Experiments show the 3M algorithm can provide accurate and robust view planning for objects characterized by Lambertian scattering. Efficiency, accuracy and robustness are improved by multi-stage problem solving, sparse and optimal discretization of S and V , optional rough model segmentation, sensor and positioning system performance models, sampling error tolerance at the exploratory phase and pose error countermeasures. The approach is effective with a wide range of object shapes. Empirical rules of thumb have been provided for rough model sampling rates and error tolerance. The algorithm is inherently parallelizable.
In the work reported in this paper, rough model acquisition for object reconstruction has been simulated for closed-loop performance evaluation. A CAD model is a given for inspection applications. For high fidelity reconstruction applications, we believe the computational cost of this preliminary phase is reasonable. A number of existing view planning techniques are suitable for acquiring a coarsely-sampled exploratory scene model. A multi-sensor fusion approach may also be advantageous -using a fast, wide field-of-view, low precision sensor for scene exploration and collision avoidance in combination with a high quality range sensor for precise surface measurements.
Positioning system issues continue to challenge fully automated view planning. These include cost, performance, timeconsuming calibration requirements and constraints on range of motion and degrees of freedom.
View planning for objects with difficult material properties (highly absorbent or highly reflective) remains an important open issue due to the limited dynamic range of optical range cameras. Part of the solution will be found in sensor improvements, in particular DSP-based advanced signal processing on the raw data. Further improvements should be possible by upgrading the sensor performance model used in view planning to incorporate object reflectance effects. This would also address two other important error sourcesreflectance step edges and multiple reflections.
The technique we have presented meets the view planning requirements specified in the introduction with the exception of material reflectance properties, aspects of the overlap requirement and some range sensing artifacts. The 3M algorithm will generate comparable or superior view planning performance relative to the 2M method for a substantially reduced computational load. The method is generalizable for common range camera and positioning system designs and could be extended to handle sensor dynamic range limitations and a variety of sensing artifacts.
We believe further advances in view planning for high fidelity object inspection and reconstruction will be found in model-based approaches incorporating enhanced sensor performance models taking object reflectance properties into account.
Annex A: Computational complexity
As a pre-planned activity, view planning for scanning and building the exploratory model has constant complexity, which is not to say that the time taken for these activities is negligible. Rough model decimation executes in a few seconds. Both the set covering problem and travelling salesman problems are NP-complete but have a variety of sub-optimal solution techniques. Consequently, constructing M is the computational crux of the 3M algorithm. M has sv elements, where s = |S| is the number of rows (surface points) and v = |V | is the number of columns (viewpoints). The most computationally intensive task is visibility analysis. In general, ray tracing is required twice per m i j -once each for the optical source and receiver. Each ray tracing operation involves testing transmit and receive rays with each triangle t k of the rough model mesh. 
